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PUMPS FILTERS LIGHTING WATER TREATMENT CLEANERS HEAT PUMPS
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Description Unit ENP6MAS ENP6TAS ENP7TAS

Heating Capacity* Kw/BTU/h 17,2
58 741

17,5
59 765

22,5
76 841

Input Power* Kw 3,5 3,5 4,7

Current* A 16,2 7,7 9,7

Power Supply V/Ph/Hz 230/1/50 380/3/50 380/3/50

Defrosting mode Reverse cycle

Compressor Copeland

Fan Quantity 2

Rotation speed of fan RPM 820 899 925

Fan Direction Horizontal

Pressure noise level (at 1m) dB(A) 58,5 60,5 61,2

Pressure noise level  
(at 10m) dB(A) 41,8 43,8 44,5

Water Connection mm 50

Nominal water flow m3/h 6,5 6,5 8

Water Pressure drop (max) kPa 21 14 21

Unit Dimensions(L/L/H) mm 1138/470/1264

EER* 4,85 5 4,74

Gas R410A/2,3 R410A/2,3 R410A/2,8

Winter Cover Yes

Heating Priority Function Yes

* Thermal performance according to the rating test conditions of the norme NF-414 - Dry Air 15°C HR 71 % Water temperature 26°C Nominal water flow - 
R410A (50% R125;50%R32)

EnergyLine Pro all season
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effIcIencY
  all season heat pump with an integrated electronic cycle 
reversing defrost management system that will allowed 
the heat pump to work at a temperature of -12°c.
  extremely quiet operation: on the all-seasons models, 
the speed of the ventilator automatically varies 
according to the needs of the machine.  
In the middle of summer when the heat pump 
benefits from weather conditions allowing it to 
provide optimum yield, it will slow down the rotation 
of its blades and continue to heat your pool silently.

eaSe of USe
  easy-to-use: its intuitive touch screen means 
adjusting the settings and usage are child’s play.

  ease of installation and maintenance: 50 mm union 
supplied, external electrical trap door, drainage cap 
for wintering, wintering protection cover.

eXTra DUraBILITY
  Long-life PVC-Titanium heat exchanger: to prevent 
corosion from chlorine and salt. Double flow design 
to optimize heat transfer.

naTUraLLY HaYWarD®

  coP superior to 4.

The all season energyLine Pro can operate up to -12°C, this heat 
pump remains the best heating solution no matter the season or 
the weather conditions. 

Les PLUS 
+  Ideal product for inside pools and colder areas
+  Automatic defrosting by cycle inversion
+  Night program for lower operating noise
+  Automated and reversible function in order to  heat and cool the 

pool in case of excessive heat

simplified electrical 
connection.

Intuitive touch 
screen.

2YEARS
WARRANTY

+1YEAR2YEARS
WARRANTY

+1YEAR +1YEAR2YEARS
WARRANTY

(1) 2 years warranty + 1 year extra when the product is purchased  
from a Totally Hayward dealer.
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